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Executive summary 
This deliverable reports on the last step of the implementation of the DIGNITY approach 
in the four DIGNITY pilots (Ancona, Barcelona, Flanders and Tilburg): developing a 
strategy for an inclusive digital travel eco-system. The output from the previous phases in 
the DIGNITY approach (framing the digital gap, scenario building, Inclusive Design Wheel 
process) are put to use as the baseline for four local strategies. The pilots used the 
gathered insights, results and lessons learnt, to develop a strategy that inspires policy on 
the long term. This DIGNITY strategy development process was structured by the use of 
two templates that were specifically created for this purpose: one strategy one pager 
and an action plan. With support of IZT and Mobiel 21, the four DIGNITY pilots completed 
the two templates, which combined form their local strategy towards an inclusive digital 
travel eco-system. These resulting strategies and action plans are shown in this 
deliverable.     
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1. Introduction 
1.1 DIGNITY project summary 

The overarching goal of DIGNITY is to foster a sustainable, integrated and user-friendly 
digital travel eco-system that improves accessibility and social inclusion, along with the 
travel experience and daily life of all citizens. The project delves into the digital transport 
eco-system to grasp the full range of factors that might lead to disparities in the uptake 
of digitalized mobility solutions by different user groups in Europe. Analysing the digital 
transition from both the users, providers and policy perspective, DIGNITY looks at the 
challenges brought about by digitalization, to then design, test and validate the DIGNITY 
approach: a novel concept that seeks to become the ‘ABCs for a digital inclusive travel 
system’.  

The approach combines proven inclusive design methodologies with the principles of 
foresight analysis to examine how a structured involvement of all actors - local institutions, 
market players, interest groups and end users - can help to bridge the digital gap by co-
creating more inclusive mobility solutions and by formulating user-centred policy 
frameworks.  

The idea is to support public and private mobility providers in conceiving mainstream 
digital products or services that are accessible to and usable by as many people as 
possible, regardless of their income, location, social or health situation or age; and to help 
policy makers formulate long-term strategies that promote innovation in transport while 
responding to global social, demographic and economic changes, including the 
challenges of poverty and migration.  

By focusing on and involving end-users throughout the process of designing policies, 
products, or services, it is possible to reduce social exclusion while boosting new business 
models and social innovation. The aim of DIGNITY is to provide an innovative decision 
support tool that can help local and regional decision-makers formulate digitally inclusive 
policies and strategies, and digital providers design more inclusive products and services.  

 

1.2 Framing and bridging the digital gap in mobility 
The DIGNITY approach consists of three stages: framing, bridging and evaluating. During 
the first stage a mixed-method research design is used to assess the digital gap on the 
local level. The perspective of the end user, especially those that are most vulnerable to 
digital exclusion, is at the centre of this research design. The goal is to gain insight about 
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the local state of affairs on digital abilities and mobility poverty (micro level), digital 
mobility provision (meso level) and policy on digital mobility and inclusion (macro level). 
The combination of qualitative and quantitative methods allows to better understand 
what the actual problems concerning digital mobility are and which groups are most 
affected by them. The following tools and methods are developed within the DIGNITY 
framing phase: 

• A national survey 

• A self-assessment exercise 

• A customer journey mapping process 

• A focus group with vulnerable-to-exclusion groups 

Every method brings in its own specific information. The survey provides insights on digital 
abilities, mobility poverty and use of digital mobility services on the country or regional 
level. The self-assessment exercise creates an overview about the local digital mobility 
conditions on the micro, meso and macro level. Lastly, the customer journey mapping 
and focus group collect micro level data to better understand how certain groups 
experience the use of digital mobility in their day to day travels. For each of these different 
methods ready-to-use guidelines (see for example guidelines on the self-assessment or 
the customer journey mapping) were developed. This enables local authorities to 
implement the research methods by themselves. 

The second phase of the DIGNITY approach, bridging, is focused on finding solutions to 
bridge the digital gap in mobility. The insights from the framing are used to learn in which 
direction solutions should be sought for. The work in the bridging phase is focused in two 
processes on the macro and meso level. First, a scenario building process aims at drafting 
inclusive policies. By using foresight analysis, possible future scenarios are created to 
inform strategy development. All relevant stakeholders, from policy makers to transport 
providers and especially the end-users, are aimed to participate in the scenario building. 
Next, the Inclusive Design Wheel process is used to design digital mobility products and 
services for all. The goal of the Inclusive Design Wheel is to develop solutions that are as 
inclusive, or can be used as universally used, as possible. Within the context of the DIGNITY 
project this means designing digital mobility services from the perspective of the most 
vulnerable-to-exclusion groups.   

Like for the tools of the framing phase, detailed and ready-to-use guidelines were 
developed for both bridging phase processes (see DIGNITY D2.2 and D2.3). These 
guidelines were set up by specialists on either scenario building (IZT) or the creators of the 

https://www.dignity-project.eu/wp-content/uploads/2020/12/DIGNITY_D2.1.pdf
https://www.dignity-project.eu/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/Manual-Customer-Journey-Mapping-FINAL.pdf
https://www.dignity-project.eu/wp-content/uploads/2021/04/D2.2_InclusiveDesignWheel.pdf
https://www.dignity-project.eu/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/DIGNITY_D2.3_Scenariobuilding.pdf
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Inclusive Design wheel (University of Cambridge). These institutions also supported the 
DIGNITY pilots in the implementation of these processes.   

As mentioned above, the goal of the DIGNITY project is to create an inclusive digital travel 
eco-system. The DIGNITY approach should thus result in solutions or a strategy to reach 
this goal. Therefore, the DIGNITY approach is developed in such a way that the output of 
framing and bridging phases collectively can be used to develop a local strategy 
towards an inclusive digital travel eco-system. In other words, the implementation of all 
aforementioned tools, methods and processes leads to valuable insights that can inspire 
long term policy strategies. This report describes this step from bridging and framing to 
local strategy.   

  

1.3 Objectives and outline 
This deliverable is the result of task 3.4 of the DIGNITY project: Developing long term 
strategies to fill the gap: drafting outputs from the pilots. This task is part of the third phase 
of the DIGNITY approach: evaluation. During this phase the DIGNITY approach is being 
evaluated on its capacity to reach the intended goals. The additional aim is to integrate 
all output and results from the bridging and framing phases and develop a strategy and 
action plan on the long term. Like with all other parts of the DIGNITY approach, the 
strategy development was put to the test in the four DIGNITY pilots: Ancona (IT), Barcelona 
(ES), Flanders (BE) and Tilburg (NL). The main objective of task 3.4 and this deliverable is to 
develop a local strategy towards an inclusive digital travel eco-system in each of the 
DIGNITY pilots.  

We want to guarantee that the output coming out of the implementation of the tools 
and methods of the DIGNITY approach are put to use in a future and action oriented 
manner. The results of the scenario building are therefore the most relevant context for 
the development of a local strategy. The results and insights from the framing phase and 
the Inclusive Design Wheel are included to inform more specific or detailed parts of the 
strategy. Within the DIGNITY project, the strategy is structured around two parts, for each 
of which a template is being created: a strategy one pager and an action plan.   

The process that was followed to develop the local strategies in the pilots is described in 
chapter two. Deeper explanation about the used templates is also provide there. 
Chapter three then collects the actual strategies and action plans in each of the four 
DIGNITY pilots. Since the templates are designed in such a way that they should be 
comprehensible without extra explanation, they are presented as they are. A detailed 
analysis of each of the different strategies isn’t part of this deliverable. However, the 
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strategies are assessed on a more general level in the final chapter, together with an 
evaluation of the process and the use of the templates by the pilots.   
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2. DIGNITY strategy development 
2.1 Baseline for a strategy for an inclusive digital mobility system 

Developing a local strategy for an inclusive digital travel eco-system is the final step of 
the DIGNITY process in the four pilots. The previous steps in the process (framing, scenario 
building, Inclusive Design Wheel) act as a baseline for this strategy. Therefore, a reflection 
about the framing and bridging phases in the pilots was the set off for the strategy 
development process. 

To start, the pilots were encouraged to think about the most important lessons learnt in 
their city or region from the framing phase, the scenario building and the Inclusive Design 
Wheel process. These were discussed during a live workshop session, where pilots could 
exchange about the process and output in their city or region. This exchange supported 
the pilots in the reflection about their own work.   

In a next step these lessons were integrated in a framework. This framework was 
constructed around the three levels (micro, meso, macro) and the overall DIGNITY 
process. The reflection and integration exercise then resulted in a structured overview of 
the most important results and insights in each pilot. These are a necessary baseline for 
the strategy development: what do we know about the digital gap (framing phase), 
what can be done about it (e.g. ensuring a more inclusive design of digital products and 
services) and within which policy background (scenario building).     

During this integration exercise, it became clear that the same process led to different 
results and output in the four pilots. These differences are also reflected in the diversity of 
the resulting strategies and action plans (see below).   

A report and summary of output and results of the framing phase, the Inclusive Design 
Wheel and the scenario building in the pilots can be found in DIGNITY deliverables D3.1, 
D3.3 (forthcoming) and D3.4 respectively. The content of these reports functions as the 
context for the strategies shown in the next chapter. They can be consulted for a better 
understanding of the resulting strategies and action plans.   

 

2.2 What is a strategy? 
Now that we have described the baseline for the strategy development in the DIGNITY 
context, this section explains on a more general level the meaning and context in which 
strategy development is used, what a strategy is, and what function it serves in planning 
processes.  

https://www.dignity-project.eu/wp-content/uploads/2022/02/DIGNITY_D3.1.pdf
https://www.dignity-project.eu/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/Dignity_3.4.pdf
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Strategy development is about “organisational empowerment” (Tighe, 2019, xiii). It is a 
framework for goal-oriented action. Every strategy is a structured pathway into the future. 
They define development paths for structured action. Besides, the development of and 
work with strategies is a creative learning process for the organization.  

Responsible administrations and departments of local governments have the concrete 
challenge of designing a digitally inclusive mobility ecosystem. Based on the scenarios 
and other relevant output and insights, they are able to develop adaptive and flexible 
strategies. The whole process is about the development of capacity for action for the 
pilots. Capacity means empowerment. The administration as an organization can 
develop adequate policy recommendations on the basis of a robust strategy. 

In this sense, strategies act as future oriented agreements within the organization. These 
agreements function as the the basis of acting. Strategies are action plans to achieve 
certain goals in perceived future environments. In this context, one can distinguish three 
perspectives of strategy development. Strategic Positioning means the positioning in 
different environments through visions, the mission and the defined goals (compare in the 
following ibid, 44). Strategic Reasoning means the perceived future environments. These 
contexts were designed and shaped in the scenario building. The planning level is 
implemented through the Strategic Objectives. What the organisation wants to do and 
how it wants to do it is at the center of the activities here. 

 
Figure 1: Integrated strategy process (Source: own illustration according to Tighe, 2019, p. 48) 

Strategy development is not only a process with an output but also a source of resources, 
creativity, participation and learning. The central elements of a strategy therefore include 
(Porter, 1979): 

• Plan: consciously intended course of action - What should be done? 

• Pattern: stream of action - How should it be done? 
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• Position: orientation in the environments - With whom should it be done? 

• Perspective: organisational culture and shared worldview - Who are we as an 
organization in this transformation process? 

The implementation of these elements takes place in the organisation, or pilots, by 
defining the overall vision and developing the corresponding mission together with a 
target pyramid. To do this, the relevant resources must be planned, the necessary 
partners and stakeholders must be identified and a road map has to be developed that 
structures the individual actions and milestones. Correspondingly, a communication plan 
should be developed to accompany and support the implementation of the strategy. 

 

2.3 Strategy development process in the pilots 
The output from the previous stages in the DIGNITY project were used by the pilots to 
develop their own comprehensive strategy for an inclusive digital mobility eco-system. 
They were supported in this process by DIGNITY partners IZT (as scenario building and 
strategy development specialist) and Mobiel 21 (as pilot coordinator). The actual process 
and the recourses used are described below.  

 
2.3.1 Templates 

To guide and structure the strategy development in the pilots, IZT and Mobiel 21 designed 
two templates. During several meetings in March and April 2022, these templates were 
discussed, refined and agreed upon. The lay out of the templates was finalized with the 
help of DIGNITY partner UPC. The idea behind the templates is that, when completed, 
they should suffice as strategy. This means that the strategy and corresponding action 
plan is clear from the content of the templates, without extra explanation. The resulting 
local strategy towards an inclusive digital travel eco-system consists of two parts: a 
strategy one pager and an action plan. 

For each of these two parts, a separate template is being designed. The strategy one 
pager, designed in PowerPoint, provides the overview of the strategy and is inspired by 
the work of Jan Jonker (Jonker, 2014). It is divided into eight building blocks: context & 
motivation, mission, vision, stakeholders, plan, core activities, impact and values. These 
building blocks are further structured in three stages. Together they form a 
comprehensible, useful and future oriented local strategy. More detail on what is meant 
by each of the building blocks can be found in figure 2. Aside from the explanation on 
the content of each building block, the template also gives guidance/tips on what the 
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most relevant or appropriate sources of information is to fill in that specific part. This way, 
the strategy and the previous steps in the DIGNITY project are explicitly linked.   

  

 

Figure 2: strategy one pager template 

 

The action plan consists of concrete actions with corresponding timing to undertake 
during the implementation of the strategy. In other words, it describes the road to achieve 
the goals set in the strategy. For each phase in the action plan, four aspects are defined 
beforehand: management/coordination, action, resources and communication. To 
allow more flexibility in adding extra phases or aspects, the action plan is designed as an 
Excel file. The empty template for the action plan is also presented on the next page 
(figure 3).   
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Figure 3: Action plan template 

 
2.3.2 Pilot iterations 

Following the integration exercise during the workshop in March and the designing of the 
templates, the pilots proceeded the work on the strategy development. IZT and Mobiel 
21 organised individual online pilot sessions in late April to introduce the process and the 
templates. The pilot teams received a general introduction on strategy development and 
the specific process in the DIGNITY project. The reasoning and content of the templates 
was thoroughly explained and the proposed timeline was shown. After this meeting, the 
pilots received the templates and could start the actual work on their strategy 
development. Since the strategy development uses the output from all previous steps in 
the DIGNITY approach, all DIGNITY pilot partners that were involved in any of these 
process (framing, IDW, Scenario Building) were included in the strategy development. The 
following actors contributed to the strategy in the respective pilots:   

• Ancona: Municipality of Ancona (local authority), myCicero (digital service 
provider) and Conerobus (public transport operator) 

• Barcelona: Barcelona Regional (public agency led by Barcelona City Council) and 
Factual (consultancy firm specialized in mobility) 
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• Flanders: MOW (Flemish department of Mobility and Local Works, department of 
Flemish government) 

• Tilburg: Municipality of Tilburg (local authority), Nextbike (bike sharing company) 
and Bureau ZET 

Developing a strategy is a process that requires several iterations before a final version of 
the strategy is produced. Concretely, this meant a feedback loop between the pilots on 
the one hand and IZT and Mobiel 21 on the other hand was set up. While the pilots 
developed their strategy internally, they received feedback on intermediate versions on 
two occasions: through a digital feedback session on the first version of the pilots’ 
strategy, and via e-mail on the second version. The final version, finished in June 2022, of 
the strategy and action plan represent the local strategy for an inclusive digital travel 
eco-system in each pilot and can be found in the next chapter.  
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3. Four local strategies 
On the following pages, the completed templates for each of the four pilots are shown. 
These function as the strategies that resulted from the process described above. For every 
pilot the strategy one pager is presented first, followed by the action plan.  
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3.1 Ancona 

 
Figure 4: Strategy one pager Ancona 
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Figure 5: action plan Ancona 
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3.2 Barcelona 

 
Figure 5: Strategy one pager Barcelona 
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Figure 6: Action plan Barcelona 
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3.3 Flanders 

 
Figure 7: Strategy one pager Flanders 
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Figure 8: Action plan Flanders (part 1) 
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Figure 9: Action plan Flanders (part 2) 

* The work in context of the DIGNITY project in the pilot of Flanders is part of a new approach in the mobility 
system that was politically formulated and approved in 2019 as the decree on Basisbereikbaarheid. This explains 
why the action plan already starts in 2020. The added value and insights of the DIGNITY work are incorporated in 
the actions from 2022 on. 
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3.4 Tilburg 

 
Figure 10: Strategy one pager Tilburg 
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Figure 11: Action plan Tilburg 
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4. Discussion 
All 4 pilots consolidated the work done in the previous steps of the DIGNITY approach into 
a local strategy. In this chapter we assess as well as reflect on the process to get to these. 
Next, we also make a general assessment of the content of the final products. 

This assessment is on the one hand based on a feedback round which was organised 
digitally between pilot representatives and researchers. On the other hand, pilots were 
asked to complete a short questionnaire about their strategy development process and 
how they evaluated this process, the use of the templates and the support by Mobiel 21 
and IZT. Their responses shed light on how the templates and the process can be 
improved, in order to enable other local authorities to use them. 

 

4.1 Assessment of the process  
All pilots followed the same structure and material for their DIGNITY strategy development 
process (see above chapter 2). However, after an initial common briefing, the pilots 
implemented the strategy development process in their respective city or region 
individually. This is important because a strategy should respond to the local needs, which 
the pilot partners know best. This means that the same structure and material at disposal 
resulted in different experiences. 
  

4.1.1 The internal pilot process 
The way the pilots handled the strategy development is comparable to a large extent. 
All pilots organized some collective brainstorming sessions or workshops, either digital or 
in person with the involved pilot partners described in chapter 2.3.2. These were generally 
followed by more in-depth work by multiple staff members individually or in smaller groups, 
depending on their expertise or specific topic during which the details were worked out. 
Outcomes from this work were brought together and further revised by all involved pilot 
partners. This mix of collective and individual work seemed to work well for all pilots.  

This approach points firstly to the important notion of strategy development being an 
iterative process. Different versions need to be created and revised before a satisfying 
end product for all can be achieved. As a result, strategy development is clearly a 
process that should be given sufficient time and effort.  
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Not only is strategy development an iterative process that needs some time, the pilot 
implementations show also that it’s clearly a collaborative effort. The development of the 
local strategy was the only DIGNITY action where all pilot partners were involved 
collectively in comparison with other actions like the IDW or Scenario building that were 
implemented by only some of the pilot partners or where the different pilot partners 
worked separately.  

   
4.1.2 The materials  

The templates introduced in chapter 2 were intended to help structuring this process. 
Based on pilot feedback, it seems that they succeeded in this goal. In general, the 
templates were evaluated positively on both their content and format, since they helped 
structure the strategy development work instead of starting from a blank page. The 
format in which they were presented (PowerPoint for the strategy one pager, Excel for 
the action plan) made the templates accessible and easy to use. Clear instructions are 
fundamental to fill the templates appropriately.  

Pilots suggested to add some more flexibility to the strategy one pager, also using 
something like Miro. This would allow building blocks to be moved around more easily. It 
has to be considered however that for a comprehensive strategy, an overall structure in 
building blocks and focused definitions should always be at the heart. 

 
4.1.3 The importance of the DIGNITY approach 

The iterative and collaborative nature of strategy development underlines the 
importance of the process in itself, irrespective of the end product. The process leading 
up to the strategy is as important as the strategy itself. This is illustrated by how the pilots 
implemented the strategy development. The process encouraged them to discuss the 
DIGNITY project output in depth with pilot partners, with different external stakeholders 
and with the DIGNITY research team. In that sense, the whole strategy development 
functioned also as an integration exercise of the output from the entire DIGNITY project 
in the pilots. The results from the framing and bridging phases were discussed in a 
structured way and pilots were enabled to assess what to do with the different outputs 
from the previous phases.   

For this reason we can say that the strategy development process delivered the 
envisioned results, by not only resulting in four local strategies but also by stimulating a 
collaborative thinking process about the DIGNITY output and digital inclusion in mobility 
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in general. This, however, does not mean that strategy development isn’t a challenging 
task. When asked to evaluate the difficulty of the strategy development on a scale from 
1 to 10 (1 meaning very easy and 10 meaning very difficult), the pilot scores went from 2 
to 8, with most answers between 6 and 8. The average score of 6 shows that, overall, 
strategy development is considered by the pilots as not an easy process. Feedback 
rounds with Mobiel 21 and IZT were thus well appreciated. Especially the first feedback 
round in May helped the pilots to confirm that they were on the right track with their 
strategy development. After this first feedback round, the pilots were also able to take a 
look at the first versions of the other pilots. This was very inspirational and appeared to be 
very helpful to see in which direction they could proceed.  

 

4.2 Assessment of the content 
Each pilot had to develop within this task a local strategy for an inclusive digital mobility 
eco-system. Each strategy is evidently imbedded in a local context. It’s interesting to 
notice how the same templates and the same overarching goal led therefore to four 
different local results. But there are some common parts too. The next paragraphs shortly 
describe the most apparent commonalities and differences between the four local 
strategies in the DIGNITY pilots.  
  

4.2.1 Definition stage 
The main goals of a strategy are to be reflected in the mission and vision parts, based on 
a well-defined local context. The context and motivation building block shows very 
different content for each pilot, since the research to frame the digital gap led to different 
insights and results in all four pilots.  

Being at the core of the DIGNITY work, the mission and vision building blocks are however 
among the most comparable between the four strategies. Most pilots encapsulate the 
mission of digital inclusion in a wider vision of (sustainable) mobility that is accessible for 
all. Some pilots, notably Barcelona and Flanders, are more specific by focusing on public 
transport alone.   
  

4.2.2 Design phase 
The type of stakeholders to involve is evenly extensive and comparable in all 4 pilots which 
is not very surprising. Policy makers, transport operators and digital service providers 
should be, and are, included in all four strategies. These are the stakeholders that need 
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to be involved in the implementation of the strategy for it to properly reach its intended 
goal of inclusive digital mobility. 

Furthermore, all four pilots specifically mention the end-users as stakeholders for the 
implementation of their strategy. Either by listing specific civil society organisations and 
associations representing specific vulnerable to exclusion groups, or by mentioning more 
generally ‘citizens’ or ‘vulnerable-to-exclusion end-users’. This is very relevant and 
important as it shows the commitment that end-users will be involved and participate in 
the implementation of the strategy which is key from the DIGNITY perspective.  

During the framing and bridging phases which are explicitly used as input for the strategy, 
vulnerable-to-exclusion end-users were highly involved. Accordingly, they had a defining 
influence on the output of these processes and thus, albeit indirectly, on the direction of 
the strategy. To assure that the actions and policy taken for more inclusion also start from 
the perspective of the most vulnerable groups, it’s important that citizen participation is 
included in the strategy. Listing them as stakeholders, besides the policy makers, transport 
operators and others, shows the engagement of the pilots to do so.  

The difference between the strategies begins to show more in the plan and core activities 
building blocks and is very clear in the corresponding action plans. The focus and depth 
here vary substantially between the pilots. This points to the different local contexts in 
which these strategies and action plans will be implemented. The most apparent and 
interesting aspects of the action plans are listed here: 

• One of the main differences in the action plans is the focus on either publicly 
provided transport options (Barcelona and to some extent Flanders) and 
stimulating citizens to make more sustainable choices (Ancona) or empowering 
citizens explicitly (Tilburg). This shows to a difference in what to act upon in first 
instance: policy or citizens/end users. If the primary focus lies on either policy or 
citizens doesn’t mean that pilots won’t act upon the other.  

• It’s interesting that 2 action plans (Ancona and Flanders) explicitly take possible 
changing contexts into account. The implementation of a strategy always 
depends on several circumstances that are subject to change, like the political 
administration in place or the available budget. Elections leading to a different 
administration might change the envisioned course of the strategy.   

• A last notable aspect is that the action plans have in common that they specify 
the importance of good and transparent communication between different 
stakeholders. This communication however has two very distinct meanings in the 
different action plans. It can function as a check or assurance from the policy level 
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that the market players keep their promises when it comes to inclusion. The second, 
very different, form of communication considered is aimed towards citizens: 
creating awareness through campaigns or organising citizen participation in the 
policy process. The latter is again evidence that putting the end-users voice central, 
is crucial for a strategy working on inclusion to reach its envisioned goals.  

 
4.2.3 Result stage 

Given that the mission and vision point in the same direction, most of the pilots translate 
these to similar values to be created like ‘inclusion, equality, universal accessibility’. For 
those pilots that explicitly mention sustainable mobility in their vision, ‘sustainability’ is also 
listed as one of the values. This points to sustainable mobility being more than just modal 
shift. The social aspect needs to be considered in this shift as well.  

The milestones defined by each pilot differ significantly from each other, as they have to 
monitor and evaluate the detailed core activities. However they are all SMART designed 
as to make it possible to act as a KPI to assess the impact of the strategy and its plan. 

  

4.3. Lessons learned 
The development of the strategies in the context of DIGNITY was a learning experience 
as well, formulating recommendations for the next steps in the project and the final 
products: 

• As a suggestion for the future, pilots proposed to give more flexibility to the pre-
defined structure of the templates and leave enough space for own adaptations 
considering the local context. This was already in part included in the action plan 
template, where pilots could add and remove aspects and phases as they thought 
appropriate. An explicit reference between the two templates could be a useful 
addition in this regard. 

• To help completing the templates a concrete example of how a strategy looks like, 
would be helpful. This could give some guidance and enlighten on what kind of 
content each building block would require.  

• The development of a strategy requires relevant input from previous research or 
analysis. Pilots recommend to go through the different framing and bridging stages 
to be well prepared and informed for the strategy work. 
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• Strategy development is an iterative and collaborative process that can only result 
in an effective and impact-full result if time and effort are available for different 
partners and stakeholders.  

• The purpose of a strategy is to be effective and guiding for future work. It should be 
regularly verified and at least yearly assessed and adapted where needed. The 
defined milestones are key for this exercise. 
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